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BITCOIN MINERS SAW 48% REVENUE
INCREASE IN NOVEMBER
by Zack Voell, writing for Coindesk
Bitcoin miners generated an estimated $522 million in revenue in November, up
48% from October, according to on-chain data from Coin Metrics analyzed by
CoinDesk.The sharp revenue increase came as Bitcoin soared through November,
setting a new all-time high by month’s end after gaining over 40%. Monthly
aggregate revenue in November hit the highest level since September 2019.

WORLD GOVERNMENTS AGREE ON IMPORTANCE
OF CRYPTO REGULATION AT G-7 MEETING
by Benjamin Pirus, writing for Cointelegraph
Digital-asset regulation has been a hot topic in 2020 and shows no signs of cooling. A
recent G-7 meeting concluded that the sector faces an ongoing need for regulation. In
addition to talking about COVID-19 and economic issues, the group “also discussed
ongoing responses to the evolving landscape of crypto assets and other digital assets and
national authorities’ work to prevent their use for malign purposes and illicit activities”.

FORGET THE MILK
AND COOKIES,
SANTA IS
ACCEPTING
BITCOIN THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON
by Benjamin Pirus, writing
for Cointelegraph

Although he is based in the

BEST BITCOIN 2021 MINING HARDWARE
ASIC MACHINES RANKED

North Pole, Santa Claus
spends much of his
December touring the
globe. In payment for
these rendezvous, Santa

by Sophie Roots, writing for Changelly

has long been known to
accept tips in a variety of

Whether you are a novice in Bitcoin mining, an experienced enthusiast, or an out-

different currencies, assets

and-out professional, it’s always important to stay up-to-date when it comes to your

and edible treats. This year,

mining devices. New mining hardware equipment appears on the market every few
months, offering miners a great deal of choice and a FOMO feeling the moment
they realize there is yet another pretty toy out there that everybody is talking about.

Santa adds Bitcoin (BTC)
to his list of accepted
payment methods.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
This week in the HASHR8
podcast, Karim Helmy, a top
researcher from Coin
Metrics who specializes in
mining, discusses the data
behind the industry, mining
pools, and more. Listen to
the episode here.

VENEZUELA, COLOMBIA MAKE UP 23% OF P2P
BITCOIN TRADING ON LOCALBITCOINS
by Jose Antonio Lanz, writing for Decrypt
Two Latin American countries have positioned themselves in the top three for Bitcoin
trading on LocalBitcoins—the most prominent peer-to-peer (P2P) trading platform for
cryptocurrency.According to a post from the educational group "Satoshi en Venezuela"
published by LocalBitcoins, Venezuela has maintained its position as the second-largest
Bitcoin trader in the world, accounting for 12.3% of all trade volume worldwide in 2020.

BITCOIN'S RISE CAUSES SHORTAGE OF
MINING RIGS, MOST UNITS SOLD OUT
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
While the Bitcoin economy has swelled in value, the overall network hashrate has
gradually climbed higher as miners are making a lot of money confirming blocks.
However, obtaining Bitcoin mining rigs isn’t so easy these days, and regional
reports from China indicate a great number of ASIC manufacturers are sold out for
months. Moreover, because of the clear shortage, Bitcoin mining rigs being sold on
secondary markets have seen values increase by 30-40% per machine.

ONE OF
PAKISTAN’S FOUR
PROVINCES URGES
FEDERAL GOVT TO
LEGALIZE CRYPTO
by Marie Huillet,
writing for Cointelegraph

The assembly of Khyber

POWER SUBSTATION BURNS OUT AS
ABKHAZIA BITCOIN MINING WOES WORSEN
by Tim Alper, writing for Crypto News
Abkhazia’s crypto mining-related mayhem is hitting melting point – literally –
with a power substation overheating and finally burning with legit and illegal
miners alike refusing to slow down their efforts.

Pakhtunkhwa, a province
in northwestern Pakistan,
has become the first
legislative assembly to call
for changes in the
country’s stance toward

SINGAPORE CITES SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT AS BIGGEST DLT USE CASE

cryptocurrencies.

by Sam Bourgi, writing for Cointelegraph
And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

Singapore’s burgeoning blockchain industry has identified asset tracking and
traceability as the top use case for distributed ledger technology, underscoring the
need for better supply chain management in a post-pandemic world. Supply chain
tracking is routinely cited as one of the major use cases of blockchain technology
in an age of highly complex and fragmented logistics networks.

